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Excellent sound with the Edifier R1100    
Go for pristine sound that you'll appreciate right from the first listen. The classic black cubic design provides stability at even the deepest
bass levels and blends seamlessly into any interior. You can easily adjust your preferences and ensure unforgettable musical experience.
Dual RCA inputs allow you to connect to more than one device for even more possibilities.   
 
Active Speaker System  
The Edifier R1100 is a compact active speaker system with a total power output of 42W. The dual RCA input allows you to connect to
multiple audio sources, the bass reflect port is responsible for good bass quality, and the volume, treble and bass controls allow you to
adjust the sound to your preference. The MDF enclosure minimizes acoustic resonance and provides natural sound without distortion.  
 
Unique enclosure  
The Edifier R1000T4 speaker cabinet is made of 100% MDF (medium density fiberboard) which is completely proven in the market.  The
black  color  will  perfectly  complement  any  room,  whether  it's  an  office  or  an  apartment.  With  a  built-in  amplifier,  you  don't  need  to
connect them to any additional device.
 
Exceptional sound quality from Edifier   
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The Edifier R1100 is for all fans of clear, high quality sound. You'll rediscover a wealth of detail hidden in your favourite songs that you
didn't notice before. It's easy to set your preferences, so you can get an unforgettable experience regardless of your favorite genre.
 
Kit contents:
Pair of R1100 speakers
RCA cable
RCA-3.5mm cable
Speaker cennecting cable
Manual
	Brand
	Edifier
	Model
	R1100
	Output power
	RMS 21W x 2 (THD + N=10%)
	Noise level distance
	≥85 dBA
	THD (harmonic distortion)
	≤0,5%
	Frequency response
	75 Hz ~ 18 KHz (at +/-9 db)
	PC Input efficiency
	750 mV ± 50 mV
	AUX Input efficiency
	550 mV ± 50 mV
	Input type
	RCA-3.5mm AUX, RCA
	Controls
	Master volume control / Treble and bass level controls
	Subwoofer
	4-inch (116 mm), magnetically shielded, 6 ohm, with bass reflex port
	Tweeter
	13 mm (5.5 in) silk dome tweeter, magnetically shielded, 4 ohms
	Dimensions
	146 × 234 × 196 mm (WxHxD)
	Weight
	Approx. 4.90 kg

Preço:

€ 109.00

Audio, Colunas Bluetooth
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